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Abstract: A new approach for efficiently recovering the wasted light energy in conventional
flexible organic light-emitting diodes (FOLEDs) is developed by implementing disordered
micro-meander structures (DMMs) via laser speckle holography technology. Compared to
conventional flat device architecture, the structured FOLEDs with DMMs result in substantial
improvement of the device efficiency and superior angular color stability. The resulting
current efficiency (CE) and external quantum efficiency (EQE) are 1.31 and 1.39 times that of
a common flat structure, respectively. Moreover, the proposed DMMs micro-structure
simultaneously offers the unique characteristics of angular color stability with a wide viewing
angle, which is usually considered as the criteria of the high-quality lighting applications. We
hope that the demonstrated method could provide an alternative way for the development of
high efficiency flexible OLEDs.
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1. Introduction
Flexible organic light-emitting diodes (FOLEDs) have garnered a great deal of attention as a
future full-color flat-panel display and solid-state lighting sources in recent years owing to
their unique capacities such as lightweight, bendable, deformable and the possibly of roll-toroll processing [1–4]. However, while internal quantum efficiency (IQE) can approach
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~100% for energy conversion with the full use of both singlet and triplet states [5, 6], most of
the generated photons remain trapped within the devices without light out-coupling structures
due to surface plasmons, waveguide and substrate modes [7, 8], resulting in only ~30%
external quantum efficiency [9, 10]. Hence, various strategies have been investigated,
including microlens arrays (MLAs) [11, 12], nanograting [13, 14], random wrinkles [15],
random speckle image holography carrier fringes [16], metal scattering layer [17], and
nanoparticles [18]. Despite the fact that the aforementioned methods can liberate the trapped
light energy flow efficiently, most of these strategies were designed for use on rigid glass
substrates. Therefore, several approaches have been proposed for light extraction on the
flexible substrates such as moth-eye structures [3], MLAs [19], embedded air bubbles [20], or
sub-micrometer-patterns [21]. Unfortunately, it remains challenging for the light extraction in
flexible OLEDs, since the reported extraction structures are easily delaminated or damaged
by bending or scrubbing. Additionally, these investigated strategies are usually not applicable
to roll-to-roll processes for commercial applications because of low throughput and high
costs. Accordingly, a constantly and demanding task to develop new light extraction
techniques that can be applicable to flexible polymer substrates is required.
Here, we demonstrate a new method for extracting trapped photon flux energy within the
flexible OLEDs by introducing disordered micro-meander structures (hereafter termed as
DMMs) generated by laser speckle holography onto flexible Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
substrate. The obtained different types of DMM structures constructed on the flexible
substrates function as light scattering centers, result in a nearly identical average specular
transmittance of ~78.4% and a slightly different high average haze values of beyond ~65%
over the entire visible wavelength range. Compared to conventional flat device architecture,
the structured OLEDs with DMMs result in substantial improvement of the device efficiency
and superior angular color stability. The resulting current efficiency (CE) and external
quantum efficiency (EQE) are 1.31 and 1.39 times that of a common flat structure,
respectively. Experimental measurement in combination with theoretical analysis provides
valuable insights into the light extraction physical mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first report of a DMMs structured FWOLEDs and its effectiveness on light
outcoupling.
2. Results and discussion
2.1 Fabrication of DMMs and structured FOLEDs
Figure 1 depicts the sketch of the experimental setup for recording DMMs structure. A
coherent laser beam (632.8 nm, He-Ne) was amplified by neutral-density filters and then
illuminated on the frosted glass to form laser speckle beam and modulated by image lens
array to form laser speckle image on the recording photoresist film constructed on glass
substrate for exposure (6 min). The diameter of the illuminated laser speckle on frosted glass
is 5 cm. The focal length of the image lens and the distance between the frosted glass and
photoresist is ~10 cm and ~20 cm, respectively. As a consequence, the surface-relief
holographic DMM structures were successfully fabricated after developing and fixation in
NaOH (0.4%) solutions for 8 seconds.
The speckle light field at the recording plane (x1, y1) generated by the diffuse frosted glass
object plane (x, y) exhibits a non-vanishing specular component together with superposed
fluctuating diffuse component displaying a disordered-speckle pattern. Thus, the
autocorrelation function of the speckle light intensity at photoresist film surface can be
expressed according to the two-dimensional statistics properties of the diffracted laser speckle
[22, 23]:

{

A I (Δx, Δy) = I(x, y) 2 1 + μ(Δx, Δy)

2

}

(1)
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where, the A I (Δx, Δy) is the complex amplitude of speckles, I(x, y) represents the average
speckle intensity, and μ(Δx, Δy) denotes the diffracted autocorrelation function of
A I (Δx, Δy) . We assumed that the value of the radius of the illuminated frosted glass was a ,
then complex amplitude can be immediately calculated from Eq. (1) and given by
A I (Δx, Δy) = I 2 (1 + sin c 2

aΔX
aΔy
sin c 2
).
λz1
λz1

(2)

The average size ( δ x , sometimes named as “average width”) of the speckle can be directly
derived from Eq. (2) when sin c 2

aΔX
firstly decreased to zero [22].
λz1

λz1
(3)
a
when the diffracted laser speckle filed was modulated by image lens to form speckle image
on the recording plane (x1, y1), the average size of δ x can be further approximated into the
following form:
δx =

δ x ≈ 1.22

λz1
Ds

(4)

where, the Ds denotes diameter of the laser speckle field. Accordingly, the average size of
speckle can be expressed according to the image formula of the lens:
δ x ≈ 1.22

λV
.
DL

(5)

Where, the V depicts the image distance, and D L represents the numerical aperture of
the image lens. It is clearly seen that the average size of the recorded speckle could be
estimated by Eq. (5), and the average width of speckle varies as the fluctuation of the rough
surface object due to different size particle of the frosted glass inevitably resulting in different
image distances. Assuming that the range of the images distance is 20 ± 5 cm, the resulting
average size of the DMMs was within the region of [12 μm, 26 μm] according to the
aforementioned theoretical analysis.

Fig. 1. The sketch of the experimental setup for producing disordered micro-meander
structures (DMMs) by laser speckle holography.

To investigate the viability of the DMMs, the micro-structures were fabricated on the PET
substrates by soft nano-imprinting lithography (SNIL) technology as we have extensively
investigated recently [3, 10]. The fabrication procedure of FWOLEDs with DMMs is
displayed in Fig. 2. Firstly, the poly (dimethy1-siloxane) (PDMS premixed with 1/10 crosslinker, Dow Corning Co.) precursor solution was poured over the photoresist master and
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embossed under a constant pressure of under 4 bar at 100°C for 2h in the vacuum oven by the
method of thermal nanoimprinting lithography [Figs. 2(a)-2(b)]. Then, the DMMs structures
were transferred into PDMS mold through peeling-off demolding process [Fig. 2(c)].
Subsequently, the UV-curable resin (D10, PhiChem) was drop-casted on the pre-fabricated
FWOLED flexible substrates [Fig. 2(d)]. During the FOLEDs fabrication process, the organic
layers and metal cathode were deposited in high vacuum with a base pressure of 6.7 × 10−4 Pa
by thermal evaporation onto a cleaned ITO (120 nm)/PET (1.2 mm) substrate. The device
structure consists of a 40 nm-thick hole-transporting layer of N,N′-di(naphthalene-1-yl) N,N′-diphenyl-benzidine (NPB), a 50 nm-thick green emitting/electron transporting layer of
tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3), and a LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) bilayer cathode.
Then, the PDMS template was put on the UV-curable resin and embossed under a constant
pressure of 1.0 bar with UV illumination (395 nm, 500 mJ cm−2) for 20 seconds [Fig. 2(e)].
Finally, the green FOLEDs with DMMs were successfully obtained by lifting off PDMS film.
The effective device area was 0.1 cm2, and the size of the DMMs was 2 cm × 2 cm with
surface area of ~12.7 cm2 based on atomic force microscopy measurements.

Fig. 2. The schematic illustration of the fabrication process of flexible OLEDs with DMMs. (a)
Recording of the DMMs photoresist template through exposure by laser speckle holographic
photolithography. (b) Fabricating the PDMS replica mold from the DMM photoresist template
by soft nano-imprinting lithography. (c) Formation of the PDMS mold through demolding
process. (d) Dispersing the UV-resin on the PET substrate of the pre-fabricated flexible
OLEDs. (e) Imprinting the UV-resin by PDMS mold. (f) Lift-off the PDMS mold to complete
the structured devices fabrication.

2.2 Morphologies and optical properties characterizations
To investigate the morphologies and optical effect of DMMs, three types of DMMs
photoresist master were fabricated by adopting corresponding three types of frosted glass with
different surface roughness. The surface morphologies of all types of DMMs constructed on
the PET substrate were characterized by optical microscopy and are presented in Figs. 3(a)3(c). These images clearly display formation of DMMs micro-patterns, and their average size
increased as the roughness of the frosted glass increased. Specifically, the average sizes of
these DMMs are approximately about 10 μm, 20 μm, and 30 μm (hereafter referred to as
DMM10, DMM20, and DMM30), respectively. These measured average sizes seem to be so
fairly fit to the theoretical prediction. The broadband optical specular transmittance in the
visible wavelength region (380 nm-800 nm) of different DMMs patterned on flexible
ITO/PET substrates used in OLEDs can be observed in Fig. 3(d). The incorporation of
various types of DMMs sustains a nearly identical average specular transmittance of ~78.4%
and no distinct changes were found with various different roughness. Meanwhile, to
determine the amount of light scattering capabilities of DMMs, the transmittance haze value
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(haze = diffuse transmittance/total transmittance) for ITO/PET substrates without and with
DMMs were performed and are displayed in Fig. 3(e). The average haze for ITO/PET
substrate was as low as 3.57% over the visible spectrum, but it increased to ~69% for the
DMM30 coated substrate. Additionally, it is worthwhile noting that the average haze values
of structured substrates slightly increased as the increment of the roughness and all of them
are beyond ~65% over the entire visible wavelength range. It indicates that the increase of the
dimensional of disordered microstructures contributes to the enhanced scattering of incident
light photons. This desired light distributing and spreading capability allows the structured
substrates to be diffusive scattering, resulting in uniformity milky image without detrimental
Gaussian-approximated intensity patterns [Fig. 3(f)]. It should be emphasized that this optical
light softening properties are particularly useful for general lighting applications because that
DMMs structures can mix and integrate the incident light beams [12].

Fig. 3. Morphologies and optical properties characterization. Optical microscopy image of
various types of DMMs: (a) DMM10, (b) DMM20, and (c) DMM30. Experimental
measurement of (d) Specular transmittance and (e) haze value as a function of wavelength for
ITO/PET substrates with and without DMMs. (f) Photographs of the DMMs patterned PET
films (scale bar = 1 cm).

2.3 Performance of green FOLED
To confirm the efficiency enhancement of DMMs on extracting trapped light energy into the
air, green FOLEDs were fabricated on ITO/PET substrates without and with all types of
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DMMs. The current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of FOLED devices are plotted in
Fig. 4(a). It can be seen that the devices without and with DMMs exhibit almost identical J-V
characteristics, which clearly indicates that introducing DMMs structure on the substrate
without changing the device electrical properties. The slight different current densities can be
ascribed to the variance in the sheet resistance of the devices within one substrate or bath,
which is inevitable and reasonable experimental deviation. Figure 4(b) depicts the current
density-luminance characteristics of devices. It is apparent that the device with DMM30
yields a luminance of 1721 cd m−2 (@ J = 40 mA cm−2) in the normal direction, which is 1.44
times that of the flat control device (1192 cd m−2@ J = 40 mA cm−2). Additionally, it is
noteworthy that the measured luminance of DMM30 based device is apparently higher that of
DMM10 and DMM20 (1380 cd m−2 and 1546 cd m−2) at the same current density, implying
that larger dimensional corrugated meander structures can recover more wasted photons. This
result is in good agreement with the tested optical haze values property results as discussed
above in Fig. 3(e). The external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) as function of current density
for these devices are calculated according to the definition formula [24] and depicted in Fig.
4(c). It can be observed that the use of disordered meander structure can efficiently increase
the light extraction and the resulting EQEs of patterned devices are 1.18, 1.31 and 1.48 times
that of the flat architecture used as a comparison. It should be noted that the EQE
enhancement ratios are not proportional to the measured haze values. This obvious
discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the speckle image holography nano-gratings [16]
inevitably formed by the diffracted autocorrelation of the speckle laser beam redirects and
mix the emission light beams, resulting in extra EQE enhancement. Especially, the
normalized EL spectra of the devices with microstructures display a nearly identical spectral
profile to that of the reference device and there are no distortion and shift in EL spectra for
the structured devices, implying no iridescence diffraction effects with DMMs structure and
thus wavelength-independent enhancement [Fig. 4(d)].

Fig. 4. Performance characteristics of flexible green-emission OLEDs. (a) Current densityvoltage characteristics of the devices. (b) Luminance versus current density curves of
FOLEDs. (c) External quantum efficiency (EQE) as a function of current density. (d)
Normalized electroluminescence (EL) spectra of devices with and without DMMs, measured
from surface normal at J = 40 mA cm−2.
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The normalized angular dependence of emission characteristics of the devices with and
without DMMs were measured and are plotted in Fig. 5(a). Compared with the nearly ideal
Lambertian emission profile of the reference flat device, it is apparent that the devices with
micro-meander structures yield slightly stronger side emission beyond the critical angle,
θ = sin −1 (nair / nsubstrate ) [27], for the emission light to escape from the flat surface of PET
substrate was 43°, assuming that the refractive indices nair and nsubstrate were 1.0 and 1.46,
respectively. It is also noted that this observed side stronger emission was not as high as some
previous reports with light coupling structures construct on the substrate [21, 27], implying
that the speckle image holography nano-gratings being parasitic on DMMs probably mix and
integrate the emission light, resulting in the light propagating below the critical angle goes
through a complicated path inside the DMMs structure. This result is in good agreement with
the tested optical property and EQE results as discussed above. The corresponding deviation
in Commission Internationale de I′Éclairage 1931 color coordinates (X, Y) as a function of
viewing angles are presented in Fig. 5(b). It is seen that the CIE color coordinates are far
more stable with viewing angle for the DMMs structured devices than for the control flat
architecture, which displays obvious spectral blue-shift at large viewing angle especially
beyond the critical angle at the substrate/air interface. This improved angular dependence of
color stability can be ascribed to the mixed and integrated the emitted light beam over all
azimuthal directions due to the unique capability of disorder omnidirectional light
outcoupling of DMMs for use in FOLEDs. This directly demonstrates that the incorporation
of the proposed microstructures can make desirable angle-independent color stability, which
is usually considered as the criteria of the high-quality lighting applications [25, 26].

Fig. 5. (a) Angular dependence of normalized EL performance for the devices operating at J =
40 mA cm−2. (b) Commission Internationale de I′Éclairage 1931 color coordinates versus
viewing angles.

2.4 Theoretical analysis

To elucidate the light extraction enhancement mechanisms of the structured FOLEDs, the
simulations were performed using a three dimensional (3D) Monte Carlo ray tracing method
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using commercial Tracepro 7.0 software package (Lambda Research Corporation). In the
simulation, the DMMs were arranged in random packing configuration based on the average
sizes obtained from optical microscopy measurements. For simplicity, the bilayer cathode
was considered as an ideal reflecting layer, and the absorption coefficients of the multiorganic
layer, PET and UV-resin were set to zero. The refractive indices of PET and UV-resin were
set to 1.46 according to the spectroscopic ellipsometer measurement and the refractive indices
of the ITO and multiorganic layers were set to 1.85 and 1.75, respectively. As shown in Fig.
6(a), the enhancement factor intensity increases as the average size of DMMs increase
monotonously, and the enhanced intensity gradually reaches saturation of ~1.5 when the
average size exceeds an inflection point of 20 μm. It should be noted that the trends in
enhancement factor variation corresponded well between the simulated and measured
resultes, but the experimental results are not as high as that they seemingly should be. This
obvious discrepancy originates from four reasons. First, the simulation based on ray-optics
modeling and ignored some light losses (e.g., surface plasmon polariton modes and
waveguide modes) in actual devices [27]. Second, the absorption of Al rear electrode was
assumed to be zero in the calculations. Third, the optical emitted light beam in DMMs may be
subject to destructive interference. Fourth, the complicated speckle image holography nanogratings were neglected, which may redirect the light rays. Additionally, to observe the farfield light pattern of the devices, the optical luminance distributions of these devices were
calculated and are presented in Fig. 6(b). It can be seen that the intensity of light for the
control device is confined in the center and attenuates progressively outward from the center,
while the incorporation of DMMs on the flexible substrate can extract more light rays beyond
the critical angle and the intensity enhancement increases as the increment of roughness.

Fig. 6. (a) Calculated and measured light extraction enhancement ratio as function of the
average diameters of DMMs. (b) Calculated far-field illuminance distributions out of the
substrate without and with DMMs.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we have fabricated disordered micro-meander structures by laser speckle
holography technology and demonstrated the use of these microscale structures for green
FOLED to improve the luminance efficiency. The optimal structured device exhibited an
enhanced external quantum efficiency by ~139% compared to the reference flat one with no
expense to performance and freedom in device architecture design. The degree of
enhancement depended on the average size of the micro-meanders structures. In addition to
the substantial in efficiency, the suggested DMMs simultaneously offer the desired capbility
of angular color stability with wide viewing angle. Besides, other strategies for recovering the
wasted light energy with the FOLEDs such as nanograting, nanopaticles and nanoscale
corrugated structures can also be integrated with the DMMs to further enhance the efficiency
[28–31]. The fabrication procedure demonstrated here is simple, cost-effective and directly
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compatible with mass production processes of roll-to-roll fabrication technology, and that
makes it promising for high-performance and large scale FOLEDs.
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